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1. Introduction
The cooperation between Russia and the countries of Central Asia (the 
Republic of Kazakhstan, the Republic of Tajikistan, the Kyrgyz Republic, 
the Republic of Uzbekistan, and Turkmenistan) at present stage is an ex-
ample of intensive partnership and friendly ties in the post- Soviet space 
[Lavrov, 2017; Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation, 2019]. 
In this partnership, the examples of cooperation in military, political and 
economic areas are well-researched in academic community. At the same 
time, the development of what is usually addressed in post- Soviet research 
as humanitarian cooperation, namely the relations in the areas of culture, 
education, tourism, sport, information and media, and youth policy, has 
been less studied so far. Meanwhile, humanitarian cooperation has already 
become one of the key components of inter- state relations, as a means of 
people-to-people exchanges.
We analyze the way the humanitarian cooperation between Russia and 
post- Soviet Central Asian countries is carried out in such area as informa-
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tion and media, which includes broadcasting, contacts of the national media 
communities, joint projects and special events [CIS, 2005].
2. Researched material
We consequently study the regulatory framework, which has been cre-
ated for the cooperation between Russia and its Central- Asian partners on 
the bilateral basis, and the practical steps in cooperation, which have been 
made in bilateral ties so far. Information and media, as a crucially important 
area of social and political life, can be regarded as a channel of intercultural 
dialogue and a strategic component of national information security. The 
development of international cooperation in information and media can be 
considered an indicator of maturity and mutual trust in interstate relations.
The analysis of information and media cooperation between Russia 
and post- Soviet Central Asia is a curious topic of a high academic interest, 
due to a wide range of contradictory factors, which specifically shape its 
development in modern conditions. Information space in the countries of 
Central Asia has some special common characteristics: on the one hand, it is 
strictly controlled by the states, with the ideological use of mass media by the 
governments, as well as with the wide distribution of national information 
products, aimed at strengthening national identity [Rollberg and Laruelle, 
2015; Junisbai et al., 2015; Anceschi, 2015; Shafiev and Miles, 2015; Rollberg, 
2015]. On the other hand, this control cannot exclude the advance of foreign 
players in Central Asian media space, and cannot weaken the interest of 
the consumers of information towards the external sources [Rollberg and 
Laruelle, 2015; 9–10]. Besides, researchers note that the media markets of 
Central Asia have not expanded enough to have large independent media 
production [Rollberg, 2015]. For example, entertainment programs from 
Russia often attract large audience, and few local news programs, concerts and 
TV series compete with the popularity of Russian products [Laruelle, 2015].
Another factor is the dissemination of the Russian language in Central 
Asia. In three out of five Central Asian countries (Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan 
and Tajikistan), the Russian language has an official status of the second used 
language in the country (in Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan —  official, in Tajik-
istan —  the language of international communication), while in Uzbekistan 
and Turkmenistan it has no special status by law. Moreover, according to some 
estimations, the percentage of local citizens who do not speak Russian, has 
reached 50 % in each of post- Soviet Central Asian countries [Bekmurzaev, 
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2019]. Therefore, the positive factors for developing humanitarian cooper-
ation here are adjacent to the negative ones.
Yet there is one more factor that potentially promotes media contacts 
as much as the Russian language dissemination, —  the Russian expatriate 
communities. In Kazakhstan, the number of Russian community reaches 
3.5 million people, in Uzbekistan —  650 thousand, in Kyrgyzstan —  364.5 
thousand, in Tajikistan —  34.8 thousand. Absolute data for Turkmenistan are 
unavailable in open statistics and scientific literature, but there is evidence of 
small Russian communities still living there [Sukharevskaya, 2019].
Thus, the conditions in which Russia —  Central Asia media cooperation 
is carried out, are rather special, and the more interesting the research of 
their organisation appears to be.
3. Research methodology
The research methodology we use is a combination of two method-
ological approaches. The first one is the discourse analysis, applied with the 
purpose to study and compare the texts of the bilateral diplomatic documents. 
The second one is the institutional approach that includes outlining the 
participants and the arrangements of bilateral cooperation between Russia 
and each of the Central Asian countries.
4. Research description
We have studied information and media cooperation between Russia 
and each of the Central Asian countries —  Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajik-
istan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan. The sources used include the diplomatic 
documents, which regulate the bilateral cooperation, the press- releases and 
the reports of governmental and non-governmental organizations, and the 
media newsletters.
5. Research results
5.1. Russia and Kazakhstan
Information and media cooperation between Russia and Kazakhstan is 
carried out within the framework of the following documents: the Agree-
ment on the cooperation in the areas of culture, science and education, 1994 
[Electronic fund of legal and technical documentation, 1994], the Agreement 
on the procedure and the conditions of distribution of the programs of the 
Russian television and radio broadcasting organizations in Kazakhstan, and 
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the programs of the Kazakh television and radio broadcasting organization 
in Russia, 1996 [Electronic fund of legal and technical documentation, 1996], 
the Agreement on the cooperation in the area of information, 1998 [Elec-
tronic fund of legal and technical documentation, 1998] and the Agreement 
on the status of mass media reporters from Russia in Kazakhstan and vice 
versa, 2000 [Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation, 2000]. 
All these documents are rather detailed, and the rights and obligations of the 
parties are mutual and symmetrical. The countries committed themselves to 
developing the cooperation in the exchange of information between agencies 
and editors of their mass media, the mutual distribution of their mass me-
dia products, the contacts of information agencies and other organizations 
operating in the field of information, the mutual assistance to TV and radio 
broadcasting and to accredited mass media representatives, the training of 
experts in media, and the exchange of statistics and experience in the sphere 
of legal regulation of mass media.
Concerning radio broadcasting, we can witness that in 2017, the follow-
ing Russian stations were broadcast in Kazakhstan: “Avtoradio”, “Russkoye 
radio”, “Retro FM”, “Love Radio”, “Europe plus”, “Dorozhnoye radio” [Federal 
Agency for Press and Mass Media, 2018, 37–38]. In 2018, “Avtoradio” was 
removed, while “Hit FM” and “Radio Dacha” were added [Federal Agency 
for Press and Mass Media, 2019, 43–44]. Russian TV channels in Kazakhstan 
are available on cable and satellite TV. During the last decade, there had been 
difficulties from time to time with their broadcasting, but everything was 
settled by means of negotiations. In 2012, the press- service of the cable TV 
operator “Alma TV” announced that the company had stopped broadcasting 
Russian channels “RTR Planet”, “Russia 24” and “Russia- Culture” because of 
the impossibility to find compromise on the cooperation conditions [Vesti, 
2012], but later the issue was settled, and the broadcasting continued. In 
2017, a similar situation happened when the operators “Kazakhtelecom” and 
“Alma TV” announced a suspension of broadcasting of four Russian chan-
nels —  “NTV–Mir”, “RTR-Planet”, “Russia-24” and “Russia- Culture” due to 
the reason of a requirement from the right holder to increase the payment 
for broadcasting, but later this issue was settled, too [Forbes, 2017]. Kazakh 
channel “KazakhTV” started broadcasting in Russia in 2019 [Federal Agency 
for Press and Mass Media, 2020, 60].
People-to-people exchanges in Russia- Kazakhstan media cooperation 
are also vibrant. In 2014, the Deputy Minister of communications and mass 
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media of Russia and Vice Minister on investments and development of Ka-
zakhstan met in Moscow and discussed in detail the cooperation in media. 
They agreed to maintain regular contacts in order to discuss the development 
of media markets of the two countries, as well as the development of media 
literacy. Russia agreed to share its practice in this area with Kazakhstan 
[Ministry of Digital Development, 2014].
In 2015, a delegation from Russia participated in the conference “Le-
gal regulation of limits of freedom of speech” in Astana [Commonwealth 
of Eurasian nations, 2015]. In 2016, the Minister of communication and 
mass media of the Russian Federation and the Minister of information and 
communications of the Republic of Kazakhstan held a meeting in order to 
discuss the enlargement of cooperation in information, including combating 
the use of Internet by criminals (especially in social networks), as well as the 
changes in legislation of the countries, regulating the issues of information. 
At the same time, the representatives of Kazakhstan denied Russia’s idea of 
the withdrawal of limits for the TV channels of both countries on their work 
at the advertising market and on the limits of foreign ownership. Later in 
2016, the Russian Ministry of communication and mass media held a video 
conference for the representatives of Russian TV companies and Kazakh TV 
operators. As a result, the parties agreed to remove advertising from Russian 
TV content and increase its price by one third [Ministry of Digital Devel-
opment, 2018]. In 2018, Kazakh developers of software for mobile phones 
were granted a right to use the standard for mobile applications developed 
by the “Russian system of quality” (Roskachestvo) [Russian periodical press, 
2019, 100].
In 2016 [Ural- Eurasia, 2016] and 2018 [Ural- Eurasia, 2018] Kazakh 
journalists participated in educational training in Yekaterinburg, and in 2019 
in Moscow [Sputnik News, 2019]. In 2018, Russia and Kazakhstan jointly 
organized a summer training for reporters in Astana (journalists from Rus-
sia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan took part in it) [Ural- Eurasia, 
2018]; in 2018, representatives of Kazakhstan participated in the conference 
“Radio in global media competition” held by the Russian Academy of Radio 
in Moscow [Federal Agency for Press, 2019, 5]. In 2019, a large press-tour 
was organized for Kazakh reporters in Moscow [Embassy of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan in the Russian Federation, 2019]. Moreover, in 2019, Kazakhstan 
was one of the hosts of the “Digital dictation”, launched by Russia. The event 
was organized in Belarus as well. The dictation was held in specially selected 
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centers, accessible for everyone, and included questions on digital literacy. 
The aim of this event was to increase the public digital literacy [Federal 
Agency for Press and Mass Media, 2020, 22].
5.2. Russia and Kyrgyzstan
Russian- Kyrgyz ties in information and media are regulated by the follow-
ing set of documents: the Agreement on the humanitarian cooperation, 2012 
[Electronic fund of legal and technical documentation, 2012], the Agreement 
on the status of mass media reporters, 1995 [Russian Embassy in Kyrgyzstan, 
1995], the Agreement on the procedure and the conditions of distribution of 
the programs of the Russian television and radio broadcasting organizations 
in Kyrgyzstan, 1996 [Conventions.ru, 1996] and the Agreement on the coop-
eration in the area of information, 2000 [Electronic fund of legal and technical 
documentation, 1999]. Notably, the composition and the contents of the doc-
uments are almost similar to those between Russia and Kazakhstan, except for 
one difference: while Russian- Kazakh document on broadcasting has mutual 
force, Russian- Kyrgyz agreement concerns only the distribution of Russian 
programs in Kyrgyzstan. Perhaps, this can be explained by the difference in 
geographical position: Russia and Kazakhstan are the nearest neighbors with 
the longest border, providing better conditions for technical interaction.
In broadcasting, the following Russian stations were broadcast in Kyrgyz-
stan in 2017 —  “Avtoradio”, “Retro FM”, “Mir”, “Europe plus”, “Dorozhnoye 
radio”, “Hit FM”, “Radio Record” and “Sputnik” [Radio-broadcasting in 
Russia, 2018, 37–38]. In 2018, “Hit FM” was removed [Radio broadcasting 
in Russia, 2019, 43–44], but in 2019 it was returned. At the same time, 
“Dorozhnoye radio” was removed in 2019 [Radio in Russia, 2019, 51]. The 
social digital TV multiplex in Kyrgyzstan includes the following Russian 
channels: “First channel. World network” and “RTR Planet” [Ministry of 
Digital Development, 2019]. Other channels are available on the platforms 
of cable and satellite TV. According to the data of the Ministry of culture of 
Kyrgyzstan, Russian TV channels have high ratings, therefore their broad-
casting is regularly prolonged despite the fact that there are opponents to this 
prolongation, considering it a strong competition to Kyrgyz media production 
[Krasnaya vesna, 2020; Russian newspaper, 2015].
The level of people-to-people contacts in Russian- Kyrgyz cooperation is 
also quite high at the present stage. In 2014, in Bishkek the experts from Mos-
cow State Linguistic University held a training “Russian- speaking journalism: 
current state and development trends” for more than 50 Kyrgyz participants 
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from the country’s leading media —  newspapers “Vecheryi Bichkek”, “Argu-
menty i Fakty —  Kyrgyzstan”, “Chuiskie Izvestia”, information agencies “24, 
kg”, “Vesti.kg”, “Russia in Kyrgyzstan”, the journal “Delovoi sobesednik” and 
TV channel “5th channel”. The issues discussed included the specific features 
of content in quality journalism, the ways and the forms of news presentation 
in printed and electronic mass media [Soloviov, 2016].
In 2015, the Deputy Minister of communication and mass media of the 
Russian Federation and the Minister of culture, information and tourism 
of the Kyrgyz Republic agreed on the exchange of experience in the area of 
creating digital TV infrastructure [Ministry of Digital Development, 2015]. 
In 2016 the Deputy Minister of communication and mass media of RF and 
Chairman of Government Committee of informational technologies and 
communication of KR agreed on widening cooperation between mail agen-
cies and operators of the two countries [Ministry of Digital Development, 
2018]. In 2018, Kyrgyz developers of software for mobile phones were granted 
a right to use the standard for mobile applications, developed by the “Russian 
system of quality” (Roskachestvo) [Russian periodical press, 2019, 100]. In 
2016 [Ural- Eurasia, 2016] and 2018 [Ural- Eurasia, 2018] Kyrgyz journalists 
attended the educational trainings for reporters in Yekaterinburg and the 
Russian- Kazakh training school in Astana [Ural- Eurasia, 2018], in 2019 the 
training in Moscow [Sputnik News, 2019]. In 2018 the representatives from 
Kyrgyzstan participated in the conference “Radio in global media compe-
tition” held by the Russian Academy of Radio in Moscow [Federal Agency 
for Press and Mass Media, 2019, 5].
5.3. Russia and Tajikistan
The ties between Russia and Tajikistan in information and media are reg-
ulated by the following set of documents: the Agreement on the cooperation 
in the areas of culture, science and education, 1995 [Electronic fund of legal 
and technical documentation, 1995], the Agreement on the cooperation in 
the area of information, 2004 [Electronic fund of legal and technical doc-
umentation, 2004], the Agreement on the status of mass media reporters, 
2001 [Electronic fund of legal and technical documentation, 2001] and the 
Agreement on the procedure and conditions of distribution of the programs 
of the Russian television and radio broadcasting organizations in the territory 
of the Republic of Tajikistan, 1999 [Electronic fund of legal and technical 
documentation, 1999]. The types and the contents of these agreements are 
similar to those between Russia and Kyrgyzstan.
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According to the data of Russian Federal Agency on press and mass 
communications, in 2017 only one Russian radio station was broadcast in 
Tajikistan —  “Love Radio” [Federal Agency for Press and Mass Media, 2018, 
37]. In 2019 “Novoye radio” was added to it. But the number of broadcasting 
points is very low —  one for each, i. e. the coverage area of both stations is 
minimal [Federal Agency for Press and Mass Media, 2020, 50]. Russian TV 
channels in Tajikistan are available on cable and satellite TV. In Russia, it was 
reported that Tajik TV channel “Jahonnamo” [Commonwealth of Eurasian 
nations, 2017] is available in Russia via cable and satellite systems, meanwhile 
migrants from Tajikistan, living in Russia and interviewed by K. Muratshina, 
noted that they watch Tajik TV on Internet.
The results of an opinion survey by Tajik agency “Media consulting” on 
the topic “Media preferences of citizens of the Republic of Tajikistan: TV, 
radio, press, web-sites, social networks and messengers” conducted in 2019, 
suggest that Russian TV channels are the most popular in Tajikistan among 
foreign TV channels, and the TV channel “Russia” is ranked as the most 
viewed. In addition, such Russian channels as “NTV”, “ORT”, “RTR-Planet”, 
“TNT”, “Zvezda”, were also noted by the respondents [Zerkalo, 2020].
The contacts of Russian and Tajik media communities, people-to-people 
exchanges have also occurred in the recent decade. In 2016 [Ural- Eurasia, 
2016] and 2018 [Ural- Eurasia, 2018] Tajik journalists participated in educa-
tional training for reporters in Yekaterinburg, in 2019 —  in Moscow [Sputnik 
News, 2019]. In addition, in 2018 Tajik representatives took part in the con-
ference “Radio in global media competition” held by the Russian Academy of 
Radio in Moscow as well as in the international Forum of Russian- language 
broadcasters “Russian- language broadcasting in the conditions of global 
increase of the role of information” [Federal Agency for Press and Mass 
Media, 2019, 5]. Similarly, Tajikistan was represented at this Forum in 2019. 
[Federal Agency for Press and Mass Media, 2020, 5].
5.4. Russia and Uzbekistan
Information and media ties between Russia and Uzbekistan are carried 
out within the framework of the bilateral documents: the Agreement on 
the cooperation in the areas of culture, science and technology, education, 
healthcare, information, sport and tourism, 1993 [Electronic fund of legal 
and technical documentation, 1993], the Agreement on the status of mass 
media reporters, 1998 [Electronic fund of legal and technical documentation, 
1998], and the Agreement on the cooperation in the area of information, 
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1999 [Electronic fund of legal and technical documentation, 1999]. These 
documents are almost similar to Russia’s documents with Kyrgyzstan and 
Tajikistan, however, Russia and Uzbekistan do not have a document on the 
broadcasting of TV and radio stations. As a result, according to the 2019 data, 
no Russian radio stations were broadcast in Uzbekistan [Federal Agency for 
Press and Mass Media, 2020, 50–51]. Russian TV channels are available in 
Uzbekistan via cable and satellite TV, and they have always been extremely 
popular [Koshkin, 2003], bur several conflicts occurred throughout the 
last decade. In 2010, “Kamalak” —  one of the large Uzbek cable operators 
broadcasting Russian channels —  terminated its activity. Moreover, Russian 
channels “TNT” and “DTV” were excluded from Uzbek cable TV network. 
This resulted in huge demand for satellite aerials in Uzbekistan [Fergana, 
2011]. In 2011, a group of Uzbek experts in culture and art published an 
open letter addressed to the management of TV channel “Russia” and con-
demned the documentary “Without Russia”, that had been dedicated to the 
violation of human rights of Russian expatriates in Central Asia. In 2013, 
Uzbek company “UzDigital- TV” terminated broadcasting of Russian TV 
channel “Domashnyi”, and earlier Uzbek side had also stopped the broad-
casting of Russian channels “TVC”, “Ren- TV” and others. The reason was 
the discontent of the Uzbek side, as it was declared that the content of those 
channels did not match Uzbek traditional vision of morality [Fergana, 2013]. 
At present, Russian TV channels are available in Uzbekistan only via satellite 
TV. As for the reception of Uzbek TV channels in Russia, Uzbek migrants 
told K. Muratshina that they watch Uzbek TV in the Internet, as the quality 
of its reception via satellite TV is poor.
As for the contacts of professional communities, there are regular meet-
ings of Russian and Uzbek ministerial representatives, with the purpose of 
exchange of experience [Ministry of Digital Development, 2018; Ministry of 
Digital Development, 2019]. In 2018, Uzbek journalists participated in edu-
cational training in Yekaterinburg [Ural- Eurasia, 2018], in Russian- Kazakh 
training for reporters in Astana [Ural- Eurasia, 2018], in the conference 
“Radio in global media competition” in Moscow, and in the international 
Forum of Russian- language broadcasters [Federal Agency for Press and Mass 
Media, 2019, 5]. The first Russian and Uzbek Media Forum was held in 2018, 
it was organized by the National TV and Radio Company of Uzbekistan and 
the Ministry of digital development, communication and mass media of the 
Russian Federation. Issues important for Russian, Uzbek and international 
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mass media were discussed at the forum, and it was beneficial for direct 
contacts between representatives of the professional communities of both 
countries [Sputnik Tajikistan, 2018]. In 2019, representatives of Uzbekistan 
participated again in Moscow International Forum of Russian- language 
broadcasters [Federal Agency for Press and Mass Media, 2020, 5].
5.5. Russia and Turkmenistan
The cooperation of Russia and Turkmenistan in the area of information 
is minimal due to the specific political course of the Central Asian country, 
that from the moment of announcement of its continuous neutrality in 1995 
[Electronic fund of legal and technical documentation, 1995] follows the way 
of formation of a closed society. There are no specialized agreements on co-
operation in the area of information between these two countries, except for 
the Agreement on the status of mass media reporters, 1995 [Conventions.ru, 
1995].
Russian TV channels (especially “Pervyi” channel, Russia, as well as 
entertainment channels, for example: “TNT”, “STS”, etc.) are available for 
Turkmen citizens on satellite TV and are quite popular among those who 
can afford buying an aerial [CABAR.asia, 2019].
Although the Treaty between Russia and Turkmenistan on strategic 
partnership, signed in 2017, binds the countries, inter alia, “to support the 
development of cooperation between informational services (agencies)” 
and “to assist to the training courses for the staff engaged of the mass me-
dia” [Electronic fund for legal and technical documentation, 2017], regular 
direct contacts of Russian and Turkmen media communities have not been 
formed, due to Turkmenistan’s policy of maximum closure of its social life 
and information space from the rest of the world.
6. Conclusion
The results of the analysis of Russia’s bilateral cooperation in information 
and media with the post-soviet Central Asian countries have brought the 
research to the following conclusions.
Each of the Central Asian countries, except for Turkmenistan, has spe-
cialized agreements with Russia on cooperation in information and media, 
which are usually standard for the partner countries in terms of the set of 
mutual obligations. The agreements are directed at the simplification and 
the clear regulation of the cooperation, ensuring the work of mass media 
agencies and reporters on a mutual basis, the accessibility of TV channels 
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broadcasting, and the contacts of professional media communities. Talking 
about the institutional structure of cooperation, we can indicate that it usually 
includes the ministerial level, the allowance of TV and radio broadcasting, 
and the contacts of non-governmental organizations, namely the professional 
communities.
Practical implementation of agreements is also of a similar nature. The 
state parties organize regular communication between their specialized 
ministries with the purpose of exchange of experience and planning the co-
operation, hold meetings, participate in joint education projects and forums. 
Certainly, in order to continue these ties, both the resolution of the govern-
ments and the development of the direct contacts network are vitally needed.
The most intensive practical contacts in information and media are those 
of Russia with Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan. Remarkably, the role 
of the official status of Russian language in these countries is a meaningful 
factor of the coverage of the continuous communication and exchanges. 
Paradoxically, in Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan, where Russian language 
has no special status, the institutional structure of exchanges is incomplete, 
but at the same time, Russian media still remain popular. This situation 
illustrates the constant demand among the population for the continuation 
and expansion of information exchanges. However, the arrangements of 
ties of governmental institutions and professional communities in the case 
of Turkmenistan are not used at all, and in the case of Uzbekistan, are used 
less than with the rest of Central Asia.
It seems that for Russia, a promising area of cooperation development 
can be new TV and radio programs or channels, focused on Central Asian 
audience, that would be similar to those already existing (for example, in-
ternational CIS TV and radio company “Mir”, or “Sputnik” agency, that 
produces news and radio programs in various languages), but will also take 
into account the local cultural specifics and requirements to the content.
Furthermore, the results of the research indicate that the common in-
formation space of post- Soviet countries still exists, and its maintenance will 
be essential for the development of integration and mutual understanding 
between nations. However, this development requires continuous and in-
tensive work of all the cooperation parties.
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